At the end of the lanthanide series, 4f → 5d and other interconfigurational transitions in which one electron is excited from a tight 4f orbital to a much more diffuse one, occur with a break of many f -f pairs, which make the electron correlation effects dominant. For instance, the large energy gap of 25000 cm −1 (∼ 29500 cm −1 without spin-orbit coupling) above the 4f 14 ground state of the SrCl 2 :Yb 2+ material is mostly due to electron correlation. In effect, a minimal multiconfigurational restricted active space (RASSCF) calculation that includes only the 4f 14 ground and 4f 13 5d and 4f 13 6s open-shell excited configurations gives a very small gap (5400 cm −1 ), whereas the correlation corrections to the 4f 14 → 4f 13 5d(e g ) transition energies at the second order perturbation theory (RASPT2) level are very large: 35599±439 cm −1 , in average, for all excited states.
I. INTRODUCTION
The overestimates the experimental value by 2800 cm −1 (11%). 4 Similar differential correlation effects were found in the whole 4f 13 5d energy spectrum and a thourough comparison of electric dipole allowed theoretical and experimental transition energies showed a very good agreement once the whole theoretical spectrum was shifted by -3500 cm −1 to account for a constant interconfigurational error. 5 Given that the contribution of differential dynamic correlation amounts to ca. 94% of the spin-orbit free electronic transition(s) and that this contribution was calculated using multi-state second order perturbation over a particular complete active space (which includes only the relevant 4f , 5d, and 6s open shells), this constant error was interpreted as due to inaccuracies of the MS-CAS(4f, 5d, 6s)PT2 treatment at the end of the lanthanide series, which result in overcorrection of the ground state electron correlation. Hence, the need to investigate and improve the theoretical treatment of electron correlation at the end of the lanthanide series was a conclusion in Ref. 5 and became the central goal of the present work.
Although basically all lanthanide ions have technological and fundamental interest, the present theoretical issue is only expected to be significant for the heavier lanthanide ions (N>7), for which the ground state contains doubly occupied f orbitals and interconfigurational excitations reduce the number of doubly occupied orbitals. In the lighter lanthanides (N≤7), this effect is not important because the ground states do not contain doubly occupied orbitals. The atomic (lanthanide) contribution to the differential dynamic electron correlation between 4f N and 4f N −1 5d states grows towards the right of the series and, at the end of it, it becomes much larger than the molecular or ligand contribution, which is almost constant across the series. 6 Since the atomic lanthanide correlation increases the excitation (large in the 4f N configuration) and the ligand correlation decreases it (large in the 4f N −1 5d configuration), the contributions of differential dynamic electron correlation to the 4f N -4f N −1 5d transitions can be small and negative at the beginning and large and positive at the end of the series. This is shown in the trivalent lanthanide series Cs Up to this point we have distinguished between non-dynamic and dynamic correlation contributions and have identified them with those portions of electron correlation included in the first, variational CASSCF step 7 and in the subsequent multi-state second order perturbation calculation, [8] [9] [10] [11] respectively. However, in spite of the fact that near-degeneracy (widespread within the excited state manifods of lanthanide ions) is indeed included in the 4f, 5d, 6s CAS, the experience gathered over the last 30 years in first-series transition metal atoms and compounds suggests that the 4f radial correlation contributions to the total static correlation, which are lacking in the 4f, 5d, 6s CAS, and, therefore, have been calculated perturbationally, might be large at the end of the lanthanide series. This suggests the variational treatment of the 4f radial correlations is a necessary theoretical improvement for the heavier lanthanide defects. occupation, and (c) for first-row than for second-and third-row transition metals.
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It is, therefore, the purpose of this paper to investigate the effects of radial correlation in the 4f shell in the spectroscopy of lanthanide defects in ionic solids at the end of the lanthanide series, adapting the knowledge and methods developed so far for transition metal compounds to the specific features of lanthanides.
We must bear in mind that the high complexity of the excited manifolds of lanthanide ions in solids will force us to face many shells and many configurations at the same time. 
II. METHODS AND DETAILS OF THE CALCULATIONS
Most of the calculations presented in this paper have a first step where multiconfigurational self-consistent field wavefunctions and energies are calculated using complete and/or restricted active spaces (CASSCF 7 and/or RASSCF 24, 25 ). We will describe the particular choices of active space following the usual convention for the classification of orbitals into inactive, ras1, ras2, ras3, and external subsets: All orbitals have occupation number 2 in the inactive subset and 0 in the external subset, and a number of so-called active electrons are distributed among the active orbitals, which are grouped in three subsets with possible occupation number 0, 1, or 2, and the following restrictions, besides those of leading to a multielectronic wavefunction of a given total spin and spatial symmetry: orbitals in ras1 are initially fully occupied and a maximum number of holes is allowed (nh); there are no additional restrictions to the occupation of the orbitals in ras2; orbitals in ras3
are initially empty and a maximum number of electrons is allowed (ne). Consequently, we will refer to the composition of the three subsets forming the restricted active space as fol- excitations to the 5d6s shells are allowed. All of these results are 13700 cm −1 (7%) too high compared with the CCSD(T) benchmark and they show the drawbacks of these RAS+PT2 combinations.
In effect, when a second f -shell is included in the same restricted active spaces (calculations 7-9 and 11-13), the correlation correction drops to values much closer to the CCSD(T) result and the deviations of the RASPT2 vs. CCSD(T) decrease from 13700 cm −1 (7%) to ±2000 cm −1 (less than 1%). In particular, SD excitations to the second f -shell decrease the IP by 13100 cm −1 (from calc. 1 to calc. 7), whereas SD excitations to the 5d shell increase it by 1350 cm −1 (from calc. 7 to calc. results. 43 The conclusions of their work suggest that the underestimations we have just mentioned could be ascribable to basis set limitations rather than to the AIMP (valence-only) approximation. Hence, since the double f -shell and valence basis set improvement effects could have opposite signs (cf. It should be noted that the effect of including SD excitations to the 5d5f 6s shells in the RAS is very insensitive to the quality of the g set and to the Hamiltonian used, as shown in the column labeled "3 -2" of Table II . A quite constant value of -12000 cm −1 is obtained.
This, together with the effect of SD excitations to the 5d shell (+1300 cm −1 ) and to the 6s shell (negligible) previously commented (Table I) , results in a net effect of the second f -shell of about -13300 cm −1 , very close to that shown in Table I In embedded cluster calculations, the local structure of the defect cluster not only depends on the basis sets of the cluster atoms, but also on the basis sets used for neighboring atoms, because of the strong orthogonality conditions 44 that must be fulfiled between the cluster wavefunctions and the frozen ion wavefunctions of the embedding, represented by the AIMP embedding potentials. For this reason, the outermost atomic orbitals of the frozen embedding ions are customarily used in the cluster molecular basis set, which avoids artificial cluster bond length shrinkage. 38 In addition to this, otherwise empty orbitals of the next neighbour cations and functions at interstices (Int) have been found to be necessary for a balanced representation of impurity states and impurity-trapped excitons. including the SD excitations to the 5d5f shells is maintained with the extensions of the cluster basis sets and it is quite independent of the basis set used (Table IV A (Fig. 1) . Consequently, the correlation energy corrections calculated at the subsequent RASPT2 step are very large, an average of 35599±439 cm −1 ; as a matter of fact, too large to be calculated as a perturbation.
When additional SD excitations to the open 5d and 6s shells and to the second f -shell (5f ) are allowed on top of the RAS(4f /5d6s-1e), which is accomplished with the RAS(4f -3h/5d6s/5f -2e), dramatic changes are observed, which are mainly associated with the second f -shell effect. In effect, the RASSCF results, which now correspond to ∼10 4 configuration state functions calculations, show a large energy gap below the 4f 13 5d(e g ) manifold, whose states are shifted by 22038±120 cm −1 with respect to the minimal RAS(4f /5d6s-1e)SCF results. More important, the correlation energy corrections calculated at the subsequent RASPT2 step turn out to be very small: -721±571 cm −1 , as desirable for a second order perturbation.
Comparison of both RASPT2 calculations (labelled (1) and (2) adiabatic transition with the minimal RAS extended so as to include only the SD excitations to the second f -shell, which is accomplished with the so-called RAS(4f -3h/5f /5d6s-1e)PT2
calculation for the 4f 13 5d(e g )-1 3 T 1u excited state and the RAS(4f /5f -2e)PT2 calculation for the ground state 4f 14 -1 A 1g (in square parentheses in Table V) , which gives a -12700 cm
shift, only +1500 cm −1 away from -14200 cm −1 . (Note the similarity with the second f -shell effect observed in the Yb 2+ free ion in Table I : -13100 cm −1 .) The +1500 cm
difference should then be associated with the effects of double excitations to the 5d shell, with opposite sign than the double excitations to the 5f shell: although they stabilize the 4f 14 ground configuration relative to the 4f 13 one (so increasing the IP), they stabilize the 4f 13 5d(e g ) states more strongly than the 4f 14 ground state (so decreasing the 4f → 5d transitions); nevertheless, their effect is small: <1500 cm −1 , in absolute value.
The RASPT2 values of the adiabatic IP (4f
show a behavior similar to the 4f → 5d transitions: The correlation energy correction calculated at the perturbational stage is very large when the reference is the minimal RAS (39300 cm
and much smaller when the reference includes additional SD excitations to the 5d, 5f , and 6s shells (10900 cm −1 ), so that the effect of the extensions to the RAS on the adiabatic ionization potential is -12000 cm −1 , hence, smaller than the -14200±80 cm −1 on the
Contrary to what happens with the inter-configurational electronic excitations, the equilibrium bond lengths and local totally symmetric vibrational frequencies in Table V show that the extensions of the minimal RAS have negligible effects on these structural properties. Table V :
as discussed above. The remaining +1500 cm −1 discrepancy should be associated to other differences between the spin-orbit free valence-only AIMP and all electron DKH calculations, such as the frozen-core approximation and the choices of relativistic Hamiltonians.
As mentioned in the Introduction, good agreement with the whole set of 4f → 5d experimental transition energies was found in Ref. 4 after a constant -3500 cm −1 shift of the energies of the excited manifolds. The previous analyses suggest that a correction of the basis set limitations in the high angular momentum channels and a variational treatment of the SD excitations to the 5f shell (and 5d, 6s shells) in RAS(4f -3h/5d6s/5f -2e)PT2 and RAS(4f -3h/5f /5d6s-1e)PT2 calculations with an all electron DKH Hamiltonian would improve the agreements with experiments, leading to underestimations of 1700 cm −1 or even lower.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have explored the effects of using a second f -shell in RASPT2 calculations of the lowest lying electronic excited states of Yb 2+ -doped SrCl 2 . We have performed exploratory RASPT2 calculations of the ionization potential of Yb 2+ in gas phase and in 3 The 4f /5f -2e and 4f -3h/5f /5d6s-1e restricted active spaces have been used for the calculation of the 
